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Abstract: We present the contributions from all types of one-loop corrections to
the scattering amplitude for the pair production of polarized charginos or neutralinos
from polarized electron-positron annihilation. The contributions are classied in
terms of \prototypes" distinguished by the number of particles inside the loops and
their spins. The results are quoted in terms of the Veltman-Passarino functions in
terms of general couplings and internal masses. The results can therefore be applied
to any supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model or indeed to any polarized
fermion pair production process in electron-positron annihilation. A FORTRAN
program which encodes the results of the paper is available here.
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1. Introduction
The results from the last days of the running of LEP, which suggest that the mass
of the Higgs scalar is around 115GeV, has further enhanced the expectation that
supersymmetry is realized in nature [1, 2]. A supersymmetric extension of the Stan-
dard Model is the only known scenario which can stabilise the eective potential
whilst maintaining the experimental limits on the gauge-boson masses [3], as well as
providing the possibility for a scenario of Grand Unication with a natural heirachy.
Nevertheless, a conrmation of supersymmetry can only result from the exper-
imental identication of supersymmetric partners. The cleanest signal comes from






and neutralinos. Regrettably LEP produced no evidence whatsoever for the exis-
tence of such particles and their existence is expected to be conrmed or negated
by the next generation of hadron colliders. Notwithstanding this, the cleanest signal
is still expected from electron-positron colliders and as such a possible future linear
collider has an important role to play in the identication and study of fermionic
superpartners.
The production cross-section for these superpartners is sensitive to the param-
eters of the supersymmetry extension. Conversely, a study of the production cross-
section can be used to deduce information about the supersymmetry parameters.
As has been shown by Choi. et al. [4], even more information can be gleaned from
the study of cross-sections in which both the initial electron and positron beams are
polarized and the spin polarization of the nal state fermion is also measured.
The polarized cross-section was studied in detail at the tree-level in [4]. It is
known, however, [5, 6] that at least for certain regions of parameter space, the higher
order corrections to the production cross-section can be substantial and they are also
sensitive to supersymmetry breaking parameters such as the squark masses, which
do not enter into the tree-level calculation.
Recently Blank and Hollick [7] have reported on a complete calculation of the
higher order corrections to the forward-backward asymmetry in the case of polarized
electron and positron beams, but did not consider the polarization of the nal state
fermions.
Reports of numerical calculations for higher order corrections are undoubtedly
very useful, but in the case of supersymmetric theories they inevitably refer to a
particular set of parameters and need to be entirely repeated should one wish to
calculate the eect of higher order corrections in a dierent part of parameter space.
For this reason we present in this paper the contributions to the polarized scat-
tering amplitudes from all the one-loop prototype diagrams that can occur in a
supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model. A prototype diagram is dened
by the spins of the internal particles of the loop and we present the results in terms
of the Veltman-Passarino functions [8] for completely general values of the couplings
and masses of the internal particles. The formulae presented in this paper can be
applied to polarized chargino or neutralino production in electron-positron annihila-
tion, or indeed to any process in which a pair of massive fermions is produced and
their polarization measured.
Although the total correction to the cross-section is inevitably gauge invariant,
the contribution from individual graphs is not, and we work consistently in the ‘t










that these divergences have been regulated using dimensional regularization. On the
other hand the renormalization scheme is, in general, unspecied and is reflected in
the precise value assigned to the nite parts of the ultraviolet divergent Passarino-
Veltman functions. Mass renormalizations of self-energy insertions are physical (i.e.
the renormalization has been aected on mass-shell) and physical wavefunction renor-
malization has been carried out for the external particles.
The mass of the electron is neglected throughout.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss the general formalism
for the calculation of the polarized scattering amplitudes in terms of a set of coecient
functions QL(R)i,j , which are a generalization of the coecient functions used in [4]
for the tree-level calculation. These coecient functions multiply matrix elements of
various Dirac-matrix structures, some of which have been relegated to appendix A.
In section 3, we discuss the contribution to these coecient functions from self-energy
and vertex-correction graphs in terms of the more familiar language of form-factors.
The relations between the form-factors and the coecient functions is given. The
detailed contributions from the various prototype graphs to the self-energies are given
in appendix B, to the vertex corrections in appendix C, and to the box-diagrams,
which must be expressed directly in terms of the coecient functions, in appendix D.
In section 4 we present our conclusions.
2. Generalized polarized scattering amplitudes
In this section we restrict our discussion to charginos, although it can be equally
applied to neutralino production.
We write the scattering amplitude for an electron with helicity  = R;L and
momentum p1, and a positron of opposite helicity and momentum p2 into a (positively
charged) chargino of mass mχb with momentum k2 and helicity 2 and a (negatively






µ α hk2; 2jΓijk1; 1i : (2.1)












(x; y; z)  x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2yz :
The contribution from any Feynman graph to such an amplitude can always be
expressed in this form by making a suitable Fierz transformation where necessary.










Since the leptons are considered to be massless these two are the only possible struc-
tures for the lepton factor. On the other hand the chargino factor is the sum of













Γ5 = −i νρ : (2.3)
The coecients Qiµ α are tensors which can be reduced to the following structures, in
terms of scalar quantities QL(R)i,j , j = 1; 2, as follows
QµL(R)1 = QL(R)1 kµ−
QµL(R)2 = QL(R)2 kν−
QµνL(R)3 = QL(R)3,1 gµν +QL(R)3,2 kµ− pν
QµνL(R)4 = QL(R)4,1 gµν +QL(R)4,2 kµ− pν
QµνρL(R)5 = QL(R)5,1 gµν pρ − iQL(R)5,2 µνρτ pτ ; (2.4)
where kµ− = (k
µ
1 − kµ2 ) and pµ = (pµ1 − pµ2 ). Any other structure can be expressed
in terms of the above quantities, by exploiting the fact that the leptonic current is
conserved and that the matrix elements of Γi are taken between on-shell chargino
states. We note here that at the tree level, only QL(R)3,1 and QL(R)4,1 are non-zero.
Furthermore QL(R)3,2, QL(R)4,2, QL(R)5,1 and QL(R)5,2 do not occur in self-energy or
vertex correction graphs, but only arise when boxes are taken into consideration.
We express the contributions to the scattering amplitude multiplying the scalar
quantities QL(R)i,j , using the following notation: k is the 3-momentum of the  in the
C.M. frame and  is the scattering angle in the C.M. frame, i.e. the angle between
the incident electron and the nal-state −. We dene further:
f+ =
q





(s−m2χa −m2χb)− 2 k
p
s : (2.5)
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: (2.17)
The amplitudes, ai(; 2; 1), (i = 1; : : : ; 4) and ~a3(; 2; 1) are given in ap-
pendix A.
3. Self-energy and vertex corrections
The coecient functions, QL(R)i,j , which acquire contributions from self-energy in-
sertions and triangle graphs are best treated in terms of form-factors, which replace
point-like vertices in the tree-level contributions that arise either from a graph in-
volving an exchange in the s−channel of a vector boson, or the t−channel exchange







We write the general vertex for a vector boson coupling to an anti-fermion mo-
mentum fermion with (on-shell) momenta k1 and k2 respectively, as
F+0 γ

















Note that the form-factors F+k ; F
−
k are absent at tree-level.




for right-(left-) handed incoming fermions respectively.
Thus the contributions to the coecient functions from the exchange of a vector
boson of mass MV in the s−channel are:
QL(R)3,1 = gL(R) s
(s−M2V )
F+0 (V )
QL(R)4,1 = gL(R) s
(s−M2V )
F−0 (V )
QL(R)1 = gL(R) s
(s−M2V )
F+k (V )
QL(R)2 = gL(R) s
(s−M2V )
F−k (V ) (3.1)
where gL(R) is the coupling of the left-(right-)handed electrons to the vector boson.
Upon performing a Fierz transformation, the contributions to the coecient
functions from the exchange of a scalar particle of mass mν˜ in the t−channel, is
given by








for a scalar particle that couples to left-handed incoming electrons and








for a scalar particle that couples to right-handed incoming electrons.
Note that Fν˜ are the form-factors for an incoming electron and outgoing anti-
chargino or anti-neutralino with helicities , whereas (Fν˜ )y are the form-factors for
an incoming positron and outgoing chargino or neutralino with helicities .
3.1 Self-energy insertions
The contribution to the form-factors Fν˜ from the self-energy ν˜(t) of the scalar










For the exchange of a gauge-boson in the s-channel, we need to account for
possible mixing at the one-loop level between a gauge-boson V and a gauge-boson
V 0. The transverse part of the self-energy can be written in general as V V ′(s), and
the contribution to the form-factors F0 (V ) is given by
F0 (V ) =
(V V ′(s)− V V ′(M2V ′))
(s−M2V ′)
F0 (V ′) : (3.5)
The contribution to the form-factors from the self-energy of the charginos (or
neutralinos) is more complicated owing to dierent one-loop contributions to left-
and right-handed components and to the mixing between the dierent species of
charginos (neutralinos). The was discussed in detail in [5]. Here we reproduce the
main results.
















where the sux ab refers to an outgoing chargino (neutralino) of type a and an
incoming chargino (neutralino) of type b.
We denote F a to mean the form-factor involving a chargino or neutralino of
type a (with mass ma).













































































for the self-energy correction to an anti-chargino (anti-neutralino). The 0 refers to
the derivative w.r.t. p2 and all the functions are taken at the point p2 = m2a.
The contributions from the various prototype diagrams to the self energies, ν˜ ,











ν˜ from the dierent possible triangle
graphs are given in appendix C.
We note here that for a complete one-loop calculation, we also need to account
for the form-factor of the vertex between the intermediate gauge bosons and the
incoming electron-positron pair. Since we neglect the masses of the leptons only the
form-factors, F0 are non-zero. The contributions to these are obtained form the
vertex protoypes 5 - 8 by setting mχa ; mχb = 0.
4. Box graphs
The contibutions to the coecient functions QL(R)i,j from all the prototype box
graphs are given in appendix D. All box graphs contributing to the process under
consideration can be expressed in terms of these prototypes or prototypes which can
be obtained from them by the simple crossing relations t $ u, mχa $ mχb .
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented explicit expressions for the contributions from all
prototypes of one-loop corrections in terms of the Veltman-Passarino functions. The
results are given in terms of general couplings and internal masses, so that they can
be used in any model for the determination of the scattering amplitudes of polarized
fermion pair production.
The results are presented in two stages. Firstly, the helicity amplitudes are given
in terms of a small number of coecient functions, QL(R)i,j , of various eective inter-
action structures. Secondly the contributions from all prototype Feynman diagrams
to these coecient functions are given.
There exist [8] relations between the Veltman-Passarino functions used in this
paper, such that they can all be reduced to \scalar" types functions, A0, B0, C0 and
D0. We have chosen not to implement these relations in the expressions presented
here. With the exception of cases in which some of the internal particles masses
vanish, the expressions tend be be considerably longer when only this minimal set
of functions is used. Instead, it is probably more ecient to implement these rela-
tions at the point of numerical calculations. A FORTRAN library exists [10] for the
numerical calculation of the Veltman-Passarino functions, but unfortunately these
only calculate such functions with up to one power of the loop momentum in the
numerator. We have written a set of FORTRAN subroutines which are to be used
in conjunction with this library and can be used to calculate the Veltman-Passarino
functions with up to three powers of loop momenta in the numerator (for the calcu-






routines are available upon request as well as a set of subroutines that calculate the
contributions to the coecient functions, QL(R)i,j , from all the prototype diagrams
considered in this paper.
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A. Vector and axial helicity amplitudes
The quantities ai(; 2; 1) used in eqs. (2.8){(2.13) are given by
ai(; 2; 1) = R
j
i ~aj(; 2; 1) : (A.1)
















− k2 cos2  1
2
s−− − k2 cos2  k cos θ2ps s−+
1
2





s−+ −k cos θ2ps s+− −k2
1
A ; (A.3)
with s−− = s −m2χa −m2χb , s+− = s +m2χa −m2χb , and s−+ = s−m2χa +m2χb . The
























































Note that the quantities ~a3(R(L)(2; 1) of eqs. (2.10), (2.13) are the third compo-
nents of these vectors.
B. Prototype self-energy graphs.
The self-energy corrections in a general supersymmetric theory have been considered
in detail in [9]. For completeness, and to conform with the notation used in this
paper, we repeat the results for the various self-energy prototype diagrams in this
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cPR + dPL aPR + bPL
m1
m2
162ν˜(t) = −2 (a d+ b c)

A0 + m21B0 + t B1







aµρσ and bνρσ are the usual triple gauge boson vertices with gauge couplings a and
b respectively. The contribution from Faddeev-Popov ghosts has been added to this
graph.
162V V 0(s) = − a b




































162V V 0(s) = 2 (a d+ b c)m1m2B0− 2 (a c+ b d)









































cPR + dPL aPR + bPL
m1
m2
162A+ = a cm1B0
162A− = b dm1B0
162B+ = − b cB1
162B− = − a dB1 (B.11)
C. Prototype triangle graphs
In this appendix we give the expressions for the prototype triangle diagrams, with
couplings indicated in the diagrams, in terms of the Veltman-Passarino functions,
C0, C11, C12, C21, C23, C24, These functions, with arguments v21, v
2



















(l2 −m21)((l + v1)2 −m22) (l + v1 + v2)2 −m23)















(l2 −m21)((l + v1)2 −m22) (l + v1 + v2)2 −m23)


















For the form-factor of the scalar particles, exchanged in the t−channel, one
substitutes, 0, m2χa , (or m
2
χb
), t, for v21 , v
2
2, (v1 + v2)
2 respectively, whereas for the
vector-boson form factors one substitutes m2χa , m
2
χb
, s for v21, v
2
2, (v1 + v2)
2 respec-
tively.
The contributions to the form-factors from each prototype vertex diagram are





















2− 4B0 + 2 (m2χa − t (C11 + C12)− 4m2χaC12+2bcem3mχaC12
(C.2)
Vertex prototype 2.













+ acem2mχa [C0− C12] (C.3)
Vertex prototype 3.

































162F−ν˜ = 2adeMWm2C0− 2aceMWmχaC12 (C.5)
For all the above prototype graphs, we obtain similar expressions for (F−ν˜ )
y
with mχa ! mχb.
















+m2χa (C11− C12 + C21− C23) +
+m2χb (C22− C23) + s (C12 + C23)

+
+bdemχamχb [C11− C12]− bcfm1m3C0−
−adfm1mχa [C0 + C11]− bcem1mχb [C0 + C12] (C.6)





+m2χa (C11− C12 + C21− C23) +
+m2χb (C22− C23) + s (C12 + C23)

+
+acfmχamχb [C11− C12]− adem1m3C0−
−bcem1mχa [C0 + C11]− adfm1mχb [C0 + C12] (C.7)
162F+k = acfmχb [C22− C23] + bdemχa [C11− C12 + C21− C23] +
+acem3C12− bcem1 [C0 + C11] (C.8)
162F−k = bdemχb [C22− C23] + acfmχa [C11− C12 + C21− C23] +



















2C24− 1 +m2χa (C21− C23)+
+m2χb (C12− C11 + C22− C23) + s (C11 + C23)
−
−2bdfmχamχb [C11− C12]− 2bcem1m3C0 (C.10)
162F−0 = 2bdf

2C24− 1 +m2χa (C21− C23)+
+m2χb (C12− C11 + C22− C23) + s (C11 + C23)
−
−2acemχamχb [C11− C12]− 2adfm1m3C0 (C.11)
162F+k = 2bdfmχa [C21− C23] + 2acemχb [C12− C11 + C22− C23] +
+2bcfm1 [C11− C12] + 2acfm3 [C11− C12] (C.12)
162F−k = 2acemχa [C21− C23] + 2bdfmχb [C12− C11 + C22− C23] +












aµνρ is the usual triple gauge-boson vertex, multiplied by a gauge coupling, a.
162F+0 = ace

4C24 + 2B0− 1 + 2m21C0 +m2χa (2C0 + 4C11− 3C12)+
+m2χb (C0 + C11− 2C12) + s (3C12− C11− C0)

+




4C24 + 2B0− 1 + 2m21C0 +m2χa (2C0 + 4C11− 3C12) +
+m2χb (C0 + C11− 2C12) + s (3C12− C11− C0)

+







162F+k = acemχb [2C0 + 2C11− C12− 2C22 + 2C23] +
+ad fmχa [C0− C11− 2C21 + 2C23]−
−3acfm2 [C0− C11 + C12] (C.16)
162F−k = adfmχb [2C0 + 2C11− C12− 2C22 + 2C23] +
+ac emχa [C0− C11− 2C21 + 2C23]−
−3adem2 [C0− C11 + C12] (C.17)
Vertex prototype 8.









162F−0 = −2adeC24 (C.18)
162F+k = acfmχb [C22− C23] + ademχa [C11− C12 + C21− C23] +
+acem2 [C11− C12] (C.19)
162F−k = ademχb [C22− C23] + acfmχa [C11− C12 + C21− C23] +
+adfm2 [C11− C12] (C.20)
D. Prototype box graphs
In this appendix we give the expressions for the prototype box diagrams, with cou-
plings indicated in the diagrams, in terms of the Veltman-Passarino functions, D0,





















































vµ4 = −kµ1 :
The arguments of the D-functions are
Di() = Di()(s; t; 0; 0; m2χb; m
2
χa

















vµ4 = −kµ1 :
The arguments of the D-functions are
Di() = Di()(u; t; 0; m2χb; 0; m
2









The contributions, Qα,i,j to the coecient function Qα,i,j from each prototype
box diagram are given below. Diagrams involving internal gauge-bosons are calcu-






γσ(fPR + hPL) γ
σ(cPR + dPL)
γτ (fPR + hPL) γ










QR,1 = mχabdf 2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2) +D1(3) +D2(3; 1) +D2(3; 2)]−
−m4bcf 2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)] (D.2)
162
s
QR,2 = −mχbbdf 2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)−D1(3)+
+D2(3; 1) +D2(3; 2)− 2D2(3; 3)] +
+m4adf
2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)− 2D1(3)] (D.3)
162
s
QR,3,1 = mχam4adf 2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)]−
−2m2χaacf 2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2) +D1(3)]− (D.4)
−mχbm4bcf 2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)− 2D1(3)]− 4m21acf 2D0 +
+acf 2 [2t (D0 +D1(1))− 4C0(1)− 2(s− u)(D1(2)−D1(3))]
162
s
QR,3,2 = 0 (D.5)
162
s
QR,4,1 = −mχam4bcf 2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)] +
+mχbm4adf














m4 (ad+ bc) f





D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)−D1(3) +




2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)− 2D1(3)] (D.10)
162
s
QL,2 = mχaach2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2) +D1(3) +D2(3; 1) +D2(3; 2)]−
−m4adh2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)] (D.11)
162
s
QL,3,1 = −mχam4adh2 [D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)] +
+mχbm4bch
2 [(D0 +D1(1) +D1(2)− 2D1(3)]− 4ach2D20 (D.12)
162
s
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fPR + hPL cPR + dPL






































bcf 2 [D2(3; 2)−D2(3; 1)] (D.21)
162
s





adf 2 [D2(3; 2)−D2(3; 1)] (D.23)
162
s
QR,5,1 = 0 (D.24)
162
s









































bch2 [D2(3; 2)−D2(3; 1)] (D.29)
162
s





adh2 [D2(3; 2)−D2(3; 1)] (D.31)
162
s
QL,5,1 = 0 (D.32)
162
s






fPR + hPL γ
σ(cPR + dPL)





















QR,3,1 = −mχamχbbdf 2D1(3) +m1m3acf 2D0 (D.36)
162
s















4D20− 2C0(1)− (s− t+ u)D1(1)−




















































4D20− 2C0(1)− (s− t+ u)D1(1)−







ach2 [D1(1)−D1(2) +D2(3; 1)−D2(3; 2)] (D.45)
162
s
QL,4,1 = −mχamχbach2D1(3) +m1m3bdh2D0 (D.46)
162
s
















γσ(fPR + hPL) cPR + dPL




























































4D20− 2C0(1)− (s+ t− u)D1(1)−






















































4D20− 2C0(1)− (s+ t− u)D1(1)−







adh2 [D1(1)−D1(2)−D2(3; 1) +D2(3; 2)] (D.61)
162
s
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4D20− 2C0(1)− (s+ t− u)D1(1)−












































































































4D20− 2C0(1)− (s+ t− u)D1(1)−












h2 ((mχa −mχb) bc−m1bd+m3ac) [D1(1)−D1(2)] (D.80)
162
s
QL,5,2 = − 1
16






fPR + hPL cPR + dPL






















































8D20− 4C0(1) + (s+ t− 3u)D1(1)−
























2 [D1(1)− 2D1(2) +D1(3)] (D.86)
162
s





adf 2mχb [D1(1)−D1(2)] +
1
8













adf 2mχb [D1(1)−D1(2)] +
1
16
















































































8D20− 4C0(1) + (s+ t− 3u)D1(1)−
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γσ(fPR + hPL) cPR + dPL


























+D2(3; 1)− 2D2(3; 2) +D2(3; 3)
i
−






2 [D1(1)− 2D1(2) +D1(3)] +m1m3adf 2D0(D.116)
162
s































D1(1)− 2D1(2) +D1(3) +D2(3; 1)− 2D2(3; 2) +
+D2(3; 3)
i



























2 [D1(1)− 2D1(2) +D1(3)] +m1m3bch2D0(D.126)
162
s













All other box diagram prototypes that give contributions to these amplitudes
can be obtained from the above box prototypes by means of crossing relations (e.g.
u$ t, and mχa $ mχb).
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